
Our Newest Grandad
While having breakfast on the last day in Newcastle at 
ToranaFest, Trevor received a phone call informing him he 
was now a grandfather.  With congratulations all round we 
waited as baby pics filtered through from the other side of 
Oz.  This was a time to celebrate so on the flight home the 
drinks were flowing as the air hostess’ gave Trevor special 
treatment of extra cheese and biscuits, chocolates and red 
wine. Trevor was a super proud ‘Pop’ and struggled to contain 
his excitement as we all joined in with the laughs. I think 
everyone on that plane new Trevor’s joy as he spread the 
word. Congratulations Trevor from the GTR Torana XU-1 
Club of WA, you’ll make an amazing Grandad.
Castrol poster
The club received a donation 
of two old oil advertising 
placards that you would have 
seen at the local auto shops.  
One of them was specific for 
the Torana owner which we 
got copied onto card and were 
sold to members at the August 
and September meetings.  
These were snapped up 
quickly for $5 each with profits 
going to the club.  Thanks must 
go to member Chris Day for 
the donation.
Gotcha Award
Kim Jeffery presented Trevor with a new award. Photos were 
presented in a frame reminding Trevor of the time he was 
“Gotcha’d” in New Norcia. Find out the details in the New 
Norcia club run article.
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Club News
Ace Ford Club BBQ fundraiser
Earlier this year our club ran a sausage sizzle for the Ace Ford 
Club run.  This was very successful and we’ve been asked to 
do it again early next year. We made a good profit from this 
event which helps build our bank balance and our public 
profile. We desperately need a show of hands for those that 
can help-out on the day. 
If you have the time to spare on Saturday15th February 2020 
please let the secretary Kathie know. There will be more 
information on the event as the date gets closer.
Life Membership
At the August meeting Trevor Peters was presented with his 
framed Life Membership Certificate. Trevor was very gracious 
and thankful for this acknowledgement of his contributions to 
the club.

President Nick Phillips presenting Trevor Peters with life membership.

LC GTR Shirt
Kathie and Brian presented a new shirt design at the 
September meeting. Their son Kirk designed it to celebrate 
50 years of the LC GTR. Kirk also made our club 21st cake 
and continues to amaze us with his many talents.
Trevor was presented a shirt from Kathie and Brian as a 
thank-you for all he does for the club. Members at the 
meeting ordered shirts after seeing them modelled by Kathie 
and Brian.
Thank-you Kathie and Brian, these shirts look fantastic and 
are a very rare limited design.
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It’s been a busy couple of months in Torana world. 
ToranaFest, Repco Reliability Re-Trial, Southern Cross Car 
Show and New Norcia club run have provided active 
members plenty of reasons to enjoy their passion. If none of 
that has tickled your fancy there’s plenty more to come with 
Cervantes, ToranaWest, Phil LeRoy Memorial Run, Xmas 
lunch and I’m sure a few more will pop-up. Fill the tank, 
check the oil and tyres and enjoy it, knowing you are one of 
the lucky ones to own a little Torana.
I’ve just returned from my third ToranaFest and first 
Southern Cross show which gives me plenty of information 
for our Bulletin but also reduces the amount of time I’ve had 
to get it all together. It’s also created a monster issue at twice 
the size of the first. 
It’s so pleasing to see our club helping out with other events 
and activities. Firstly our efforts with the Repco Reliability Re-
Trial was fantastic and all the details are in the RRR-T story. 
Secondly the club donated products to the ToranaFest 
Auction to raise an extra $300 for Ronald MacDonald House 
which is in the ToranaFest story.  Well done to all involved 
and thank-you from the club.

President’s Report

Editor’s Report
Due to software limitations when converting this Bulletin to 
PDF it’s either blurry pics or too large to email. The solution 
is to upload the larger PDF to the club website where 
members can download it after they have been informed by 
email it’s ready.
Another reminder if members have a product or service you 
can recommend to other members please let me know so it 
can be included in the next issue. We also have our first ‘For 
Sale’ ad thanks to Brian, and always looking for more. 
‘Wanted Ads’ also accepted. Next issue will be out at the 
December meeting so no time to waste.
Are you working on a Torana part? Need advice or want to 
share some? Then bring it in to ‘Show’n Tell at the club 
meetings and share the knowledge. 
Please send any info or articles to me at this email
sibhs@iinet.net.au or for more urgent matters call me on 
0422 223 555
Happy reading,
Martin Sibley

Dear members and guests.
Welcome to the Spring of 2019 newsletter for the GTR 
XU-1 car club of WA Inc. We are now in the best time of the 
year to own a classic muscle car that can be used and 
enjoyed with the great weather that is here.
Events to attend are popping up so let’s see those cars out 
and about to enjoy all the hard work that has gone into their 
restoration and maintenance.
With a new enthusiastic Committee on board and some 
new faces stepping up we are looking forward to a great year 
and part of that is to keep the members well informed of 
what is happening in your club.
What is on the agenda:
1. A great newsletter to share all that is occurring and what 
people are up to with their projects, new projects, events, 
club activities and more.
2. Club runs for all to come along and enjoy the social 
aspects of being a car club member.
3. Torana West on the 09-10 of November 2019 where as 
many Torana’s as we can muster to come out and share the 
comradeship of owning an iconic Australian Muscle car. Look 
forward to seeing as many as possible at this great event with 
your limited-edition T Shirts and caps.
4. Merchandise; we are looking at new ideas and 
opportunities to generate income for the club.

5. Discussion and a move to run our own event. This will gain 
momentum as we strive towards being recognised for 
capably turning on a sensational event as we have already 
demonstrated can be done.
6. The introduction of show and tell at the end of each 
meeting has showcased some very innovative and creative 
works, so come and share.
We need the club to have an improved financial position so 
we can move toward the ability to host our own car show so 
come along and join the fundraising activities and be part of 
flipping 400 sausages for the club.
Fundraising, as important activity as it is, is not about asking 
the same people to give money. We want to work and earn 
our funds and that makes the prize all the more fun to win.
Other activities are; we are ensuring as a club we have the 
necessary processes and procedures in place to ensure we 
are compliant to our constitution and other good club 
management practises.
Let’s see more faces at the monthly meetings to join in and 
share your experiences as well as contribute to the running 
of the club.
As always, look after those Toranas and enjoy the cruising, 
hope to see as many as possible at the upcoming events and 
being part of a great group with a common objective.
Regards
Nick Phillips 

mailto:sibhs@iinet.net.au
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Club Runs

Langley Park - 11th August 2019

Meeting at the East Victoria Park Shopping Centre we 
followed Alan Bajada in his 1969 Brabham HB into the heart 
of Perth to one of the more popular show’n shines. This 
event is a combination of motoring displays which included;
Shannons Classics on the Park
LE Performance Targa City Sprint
Make Smoking History Targa West Rally
Repco Reliability Re-Trial display
Along with motorbikes, boats, remote controlled cars and 
good food there was something for everyone.

We had 10 cars on display next to the Repco cars which 
gave us the chance to catch-up with friends from over east 
and hear about their adventures so far.
It was a fantastic day with the weather, entertainment and 
company outstanding!
Trevor’s two HDT cars turned up for a display with the 
Whitman Park Motor Museum of WA.  This is where the 
cars will live for a while freeing up much needed space at 
Trevs. 

Targa West - Classics on the Park

Ronnie & Suzanne Pond catch-up with Brian

Kim, Todd and Ian re-live Bathurst 2012

Todd and Lucille enjoying the sunshine after enduring wild Nullarbor conditions

Kathie, Todd, 
Lucille, Alan and 
Martin, just 
taking it easy.

Trevors 28c and 24c cars about to be off-loaded at Langley Park
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Repco Reliability Re-Trial

Monday August 5th 2019, leaving Melbourne for a 28 day 
around Australia adventure! 15,000 km averaging 625km per 
day. Two and a half years of planning and this 40 year 
anniversary of the Trial is Todd Martin of MuscleCar Event’s 
most ambitious event to date. This included recce’s to all 
corners of Australia to check on roads, accomodation, fuel 
and food supplies. Let alone medical and mechanical 
contingency plans. With the rally completed and a huge 
success it proves the value of thorough preparation.
With over 40 cars plus support vehicles leaving Melbourne. 
Heading across the all-mighty Nullarbor on a one way 
clockwise circumnavigation of this incredible country of ours. 
There was bound to be some mechanical challenges.
Once the cars reached the west coast our club reached out 
a welcoming hand with many stories of support. Firstly 
Trevor Peters and Dave Scuderi were at the Peter Brock 
Memorial in their Rocket Red LC XU-1s as the cars rolled in 
to their final checkpoint. Greeting the drivers as they arrived 
with an esky of ice cold ‘Bush Chooks’ and to initiate them to 
WA.  Car no 37 an LC XU-1 was having a couple of issues 
with a fuel sender and exhaust gaskets required which Trevor 
kindly donated and with David’s hoist and workshop being 
used late into the evening to fit.
Then during the Langley Park Targa City Sprint car no 127, 
an LJ XU-1, had a clutch noise that needed investigating. 
Mark Pitt offered his workshop and hoist and Kim Jeffery 

helped out with parts and mechanical assistance.  With the 
gearbox removed the noise was soon evident as a fly wheel 
bolt was broken and the others loose. A very lucky find 
because this car was racing that day and hitting some very 
high revs which could have been catastrophic.
After a Monday drive around Barbagallo Raceway the cars 
headed up to Geraldton and  met up with Pat and Doug our 
Geralton members.  Their home was opened up for some of 
the drivers to stay in a bit of comfort.
Next as the cars headed into Broome our northern most 
members Jo-Anne and Alan helped with car accommodation 
and lent drivers a vehicle while their’s was under repair.
A big thank-you to all our members who helped out on this 
epic adventure, you have all done the club very proud.
Once completed the actual kilometre count was over 19,000 
for Ronnie Pond’s support vehicle. 
Click or use this link to see the video on the event. This 
includes some club members loitering around in the 
background.
https://youtu.be/23li8_m_Hmo

Chris Eyb’s car 127 at Marks workshop for the gearbox removal. Kim had just found 
a set of flywheel bolts a few days earlier which were fitted with plenty of Loctite.

Martin Vaughan’s Car no 37 at the iconic sign to the treeless plain of the Nullarbor
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Repco Reliability Re-Trial

Car No 127 lines up against our Pat Puetz’s March 17th XU-1 in Geraldton.

Car No 127 hitting the mud hard in one of the special stages.

Car 14 - 1929 Chrysler Roadster owned by Bruce Washington from NZ
was rock solid with only one flat tyre and no other serious mechanical problems. This 

car also hit speeds of 130kmh through the NT and totally topless the whole way.  
Very impressive!
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It was the 25th of August and the meeting point for the 
run was the Carramar Shopping Centre Beechboro. After 
fueling up on 98 Ron and coffee we waited for the last of 
the stragglers to arrive. With 6 cars and 11 people, we all 
set off down Benara Road through the Swan Valley on to 
Great Northern Highway. We turned off and drove 
through the picturesque Chittering Valley along some 
twisting, turning, undulating roads, great fun in a Torana. 
Back on to the highway and off to our pit stop Bindoon, 
for a leg stretch coffee and cake at the Bakery. In the 
meantime a couple of strays who had Toranas back in the 
day had latched on to Trevor.
Back in the cars 50kms up the road we arrive at the New 
Norcia Hotel. We all walk in to the bar to be greeted by 
Darryl and his friends, now we have 15 at the table. Lucky 
the weather was good as we had been seated outside.  
We all sat down and found Trevor’s new friends had a 
table nearby. 

Club Runs

Ten minutes after we had ordered our food and drinks, 
Trevor said he could see some paper on his windscreen, so 
we walked over to his car.  He had been fined $210.00 for 
illegally parking his car.  It had also been “Wheel Clamped‘’ 
and his car was about to be “Towed and Impounded’’ if the 
fine was not paid. Trevor was looking worried so we had a 
quick whip around and $10.00 was raised. Then Trevor rang 
the number and it turned out somebody in the club had 
played a practical joke on him. 
I have no idea who would do such a thing to him. We all had 
a good laugh, chat, drink and a feed. Some of the members 
went for a walk around the historic town to check out the 
sights before it was time to head for home after an enjoyable 
day out .
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
Kim Jeffery

New Norcia Hotel
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Rust Repair Parts
The Patch Maker has produced some first class rust repair 
parts for the door pillars, hinges and inner sills. Have a look at 
the quality of these parts which up to date have not been 
available in one piece. For more info or to place an order 
search the ‘Patch Maker’ on Facebook

Facebook Bits

Internet Info

Battery leads 
These have been almost impossible to find in mint condition. 
Well the wait is nearly over with Mick from Torana 
Restoration Parts and Accessories already producing sets for 
the big Toranas and the LC/LJ version available soon.
Keep an eye on their facebook page for the latest info.

Prices are as follows;
Inner sills $330 front half or $440 full 
Factory correct sized 4140 high tensile hinge pins and barrels 
Aussie made $95 a side posted.  Single pin only $25 posted
Inner pillars including hinge kit $680 each posted
Outer pillars $560 a pair posted
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Show’n’ Tell

Lower Dash Restoration

August meeting also had some lower dashes in various stages of restoration to check out along with tips and tricks on how 
they were repaired was discussed.  A big part of the lower dash is the chrome lines with a new chrome pen now available 
with exceptional results. For more details on this pen check out the next page.

Making Replacement parts.

At the August meeting there were some metals shaping parts displayed and how to make them. Making rust repair sections is 
not that hard, especially when they’re bits that are hidden away, can’t be seen and don’t have to be perfect. This doesn’t mean 
you can just weld in a flat plate to do the job, with a little bit of effort you can create a factory looking part to do the repair.  
Here a member bought in an under cowl piece with template and instructions on how it was made.
September meeting had a homemade door pillar skin on display showing the original and the copy. A very fine looking piece 
of craftsmanship if I do say so myself.
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Jordan Leist Photography

Western Australia’s Premier Automotive Photographer
Jordan is a local Perth photographer with a real gift for bringing 
vehicles to life. Having just returned from the USA to hone his 
craft and follow the US car scene. Jordan’s work is seen in the 
best Australian car magazines and has developed an excellent 
reputation.  His prices are very fair and works hard to give you 
the best possible images. 
For more information or to make a booking - check out his 
web page or facebook. 
www.jordanleist.com

Recommended Products and Services

The Dashboard Doctor

As pictured above the results from our dash restoration is amazing. The dash’s were extremely cracked and looked beyond 
repair.  The Dashboard Doctor, Established in 1988 has the experience and know-how to transform shit into strawberry jam!  
Check these guys out on facebook and see some incredible restoration jobs or call them on;
Ph: 03 9383 6861
Coburg, Victoria 3058
Check out this link to a video of this amazing technique on dash recovering at The Dashboard Doctor.
https://youtu.be/YHUTtk6epsU

Show’n’ Tell

Molotow Liquid Chrome

If you ever have to touch-up or restore the chrome lines on the lower dash or dash cluster then this is about the best product 
in a pen. It comes in various widths and is quite difficult to find. It can’t be posted by plane because it’s classified as dangerous 
goods. Try purchasing from The Butcher Shop in Fremantle and Northbridge.  
 www.thebutchershop.com.au
14 Point St, Fremantle.  Ph: (08) 6420 0902  or   276 William St. Northbridge.  Ph: (08)9328 8082

Crash Pad Restoration

At the September meeting Ian Hadlow bought in an LC and LJ restored crash pad fresh 
from The Dashboard Doctor.  The finished result was very impressive and considering 
how they looked before the end product was incredible. The recovered pads cost 
around $450 each plus postage which was split between the four members.
Big thank-you to Ian for organising these along with all the freight and running around for 
the four crash pads. 

http://www.thebutchershop.com.au/
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ToranaFest - ‘The Greatest Show on Earth’
In my opinion, The Hunter Valley Torana Club runs the 
biggest and best Torana event in the world!
Run over September 14th - 15th thousands of Torana 
enthusiasts from all over the world converge on Maitland 
NSW to immerse themselves in a kaleidoscope of Aussie 
classics.
Not only is this a feast for the eyes, it’s a chance to catch-up 
with old friends and meet new ones. Every one is easy going 
and helpful with a common interest.
With The GTR Torana XU-1 Car Club of WA organising a 
group of six, flying from Perth to Brisbane and then on to 
Newcastle. We hired a car which carried Trevor Peters, 
Steve Reynolds, Ian Hadlow, Ken Parker, Martin Sibley and 
Kim Jeffery to our accommodation where our red-eye flight 
started to take it’s toll. For the rest of the day we had a 
nanna nap, shopped for food, had a nanna nap, went to the 
pub for dinner and watched the Eagles lose the footy final.
More West Australians had made the pilgrimage than ever 
before with the number around twenty. Plenty of the big 
Torana fans made the trek as well, we found this out on the 
flight home seeing all the ToranaFest shirts. Members Chris 
Day from Port Hedland and Mark Pitt also flew over to fly 
the club flag.
Saturday started with bacon and eggs as everyone got stuck 
into a hearty aussie breakfast. Today was cruise and dinner 
day so we headed out to Maitland City Club which was our 
dinner location and cruise meeting point. Here we met up 
with many old Torana friends and organised our shotgun 
rides.

At the drivers briefing we were introduced to Uwe 
Sommerhoff (The Hoff), a German racecar driver. Uwe 
purchased a Torana from Canberra many years ago and 
exported it to Germany where it was transformed into a 
purpose built Nürburgring race car and is often seen 
outperforming many of the European cars. Uwe had heard 
about ToranaFest and made contact with the Hunter Valley 
Club and arranged to come over for the 2019 show, making 
this a truly international event.

The cruise cars parked up at Tocal College.

‘The Hoff’ with Jim Richards
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We all split-up and joined our drivers for the cruise out of 
Maitland and through the countryside ending up at Tocal 
College. The scenery was great but what really sets this apart 
from your average country drive is the locals. Lined along the 
roadways waving and filming as we rumble past. Four wheel 
drives with awnings, eskys and chairs setup all cheering and 
having a great time, making this feel like a right royal 
procession. We felt like kings of the mountain.
With around 250 cars parked up over-looking the lakes we 
grabbed a bite to eat, took some photos and checked out 
the cars before getting our lift back home. The generosity of 
fellow Torana enthusiasts is incredible with Mark Pitt even 
offered the keys to drive a V8 nitrous powered March 17th 
XU-1 back to base. He couldn’t wipe the smile of his face.

ToranaFest - ‘The Greatest Show on Earth’
Once home we freshened up for the evenings dinner before 
driving back to Maitland City Club. There was going to be an 
auction tonight so the club decided to donate four of our 
large wiring diagrams to the cause. The evening started with 
M.C. Todd Martin introducing around 230 people to the 
VIP’s. Bev Brock (a crowd favourite who is so generous with 
her time with fans), Jim Richards, Joe Felice, Neil Burns and 
John Sheppard.  We then injoyed a three coarse meal before 
a fun question time with the VIP’s . Lastly the night finished 
with the charity auction where our wiring diagrams helped 
raise an extra $300 for Ronald McDonald House Charity.
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Big hats and sun cream was the go as Sunday’s show and 
shine was going to be sunny and warm. We got there early 
around 8am to buy our shirts and hats etc because these 
were bound to sell out quickly. With over 450 Toranas 
spread out over too much park land, it made for a lot of 
walking and tired legs by lunch time. We would re-group 
every so often for a rest or food before heading our own 
way to check out the cars. 
The VIPs worked hard chatting to fans, signing autographs 
and getting their photos taken. By 3pm we were Torana’d 
out and decided to head back to camp for cheese crackers 
and some beer. We then found a bowling club with a 
Chinese flavour and all sat down for our last supper. What a 
feast!

ToranaFest - ‘The Greatest Show on Earth’

Ian Hadlow in a Lime Green Metallic GTR

Bev Brock makes Kims day with a photo oportunity

Joe Felice and Bev Brock signing all sorts of things from boot lids to forearms.
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Monday morning brought new life! Trevor had become a 
Grandad. With congratulations all-round it was then time to 
head to the airport. A quick stop at McDonalds for food and 
coffee then dropping the car off before boarding. As you will 
have read on the front page, the plane trip home was full of 
laughs which cemented a fantastic time had by all.
Thanks must go to Ieva Peters for organising and making this 
trip happen. Bring on 2021.

Martin Sibley

ToranaFest - ‘The Greatest Show on Earth’

Members ham-it-up with Pete Morris the president of 
the Hunter Vally Torana Club

The last supper in Newcastle

Uwe Somerhoff in action on the Nürburgring

Just one of the unusual sights at ToranaFest
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Sawyers Valley at 8am was our meeting point with a 
planned 8.30am departure. With most members getting 
caught-up behind an extra wide load crawling up 
Greenmount Hill, we still managed to depart with only a 
minor delay. 
It was Saturday 28th of September with Dave and Tammi 
Scuderi, Trevor Peters, Steve Reynolds, Martin and Sally 
Sibley, Kathie and Brian Taylor, and Mike and Lois Dear in 
convoy heading towards our first stop at Merredin.

Club Runs

After fuelling up and stopping for lunch fellow members Jo-
Anne Allchin and Alan Bajada caught up in their Oka towing 
the HB Brabham. We then ploughed on to Southern Cross 
and to our host’s John and Sandra’s house.
The cars were off loaded and parked up in John’s incredible 
shed full of signs and man-cave stuff. It didn’t take long for the 
snacks and drinks to make a timely entrance for the weary 
travellers. Bed arrangements were made, and with Mike and 
Lois staying with friends 15 minutes out of town, our 
wonderful and charming hosts had us all sorted in various 
places of their property.

Southern Cross Car and Bike Show
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Dinner was at the Railway Tavern which was a 15 minute  
walk. We got a bit lost on the way but were saved by Bernie 
(an A9X owner who some of us met on the flight back from 
ToranaFest 2 weeks ago) in his Pontiac lounge-room-on-
wheels. Lucky for those who got a ride the rest of the way! 
After some entertainment by the singer, and dancing by the 
girls, we meandered back home to continue to eat, drink and 
laugh. 
As the sun rose Trevor was up first and straight into 
cranking-up the BBQ and preparing a feast with Steve’s help 
to be enjoyed by all.

Time to load up a bunky LC and Brian’s speed-car and get 
them to the ground. Here Sally jumped in to help guide the 
speed-car to the street front.
We had six cars on display and with the club marquee and 
flags set-up we took up a good length of the wicket. Brian’s 
speed-car certainly got the most attention, and it was clear 
Brian enjoyed conversing to show-goers about it. Meanwhile 
Kathie kept disappearing and returning with bargain vintage 
finds under her arms.

Southern Cross Car and Bike Show
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John had a few of his vehicles there which included a Hatch, 
Monaro and a HQ ute, and at a guess there were around 
100 cars in total.  
By 3.30pm we had packed-up, said goodbye to Mike and 
Lois, and headed back to camp where the light refreshments 
appeared again. Kathie and Brian told us some hilarious 
stories from when they were younger. Nothing was off limits! 
After a shower and spruce-up we all walked back to the 
grounds for dinner and trophy presentation.

Southern Cross Car and Bike Show

This meal was great, and along with the previous night’s 
singer and a Kiwi band, the evening was tops. Back at camp it 
was time for a night cap and some rapid-fire joke telling by 
Trevor and John, with others filling in. I must say I laughed so 
much it hurt. John bought out his model speed-car collection 
which had Brian admiring their beauty.
Next morning Dave took charge of the BBQ breakfast with 
wingman Alan, producing a fry-up of all the remaining bacon, 
eggs, sausages, tomatoes and bread. I didn’t think we’d get 
through it, but we did.
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Southern Cross Car and Bike Show

Then the cars got loaded-up with Alan and Jo heading off 
first followed by Martin, Sally, Trev and Steve. The rest 
stayed a little longer to fossick for old stuff.
An hour into the return journey we got notice that the Oka 
was having engine problems and needed to be put on a truck 
and carried back to Perth. Good luck Alan and Jo.
Thanks must go to John and Sandra for their hospitality and 
really looking after club members. We all had a fantastic time.

Martin Sibley
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Celica 5 Speed Gearbox's
Two boxes to choose from, both pulled out of  XU-1s and they come with the bell housing and clutch fork to bolt straight up 
to your Holden Red motor.  Please contact Brian on 0439 331 335
$800 each

For Sale

Code 404 Confirmation

There’s been plenty of discussion at meetings in the last couple of years regarding the legalities of the ‘Impromptu Run’.  It 
looks like we’ve been over complicating the process and the CMC has reminded us of what’s required to take your historical 
registered vehicle out for a non-club drive.  Here’s an excerpt from the CMC newsletter.
A club member wishing to use their car for such an event needs to advise their Registrar or Secretary (depending who in 
the club handles this) in writing of the following:

1. Identify themselves

2. Identify the car they will be using

3. Advise the date of the impromptu run

That’s it. Nothing else is required. Email is acceptable. There is no minimum time limit as to when advice must be 
provided.

This makes it very easy to be compliant, so if your’e not sure just flick an email to the Secretary mentioning those three items 
required and go!
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Phil Leroy Memorial Run
This country pub run to remember Phil is held in a 
few weeks. Details will be finalised soon.

Calendar of Events

Club meetings are held on the first Wednesday of the month at 7.30pm (except January and July) 
at East Victoria Park and Vietnam Veterans RSL Hall, 1 Fred Bell Parade, East Victoria Park WA 6101

Disclaimer: The GTR Torana XU-1 Car Club of  WA Inc. does not accept responsibility for the accuracy of any articles or advertisements appearing in this 
newsletter. It is incumbent on the reader to satisfy themselves as to the truth or accuracy of any of the articles or advertisements.  All articles and 

advertisements are excepted in good faith by the club.

GTR Torana XU-1 Car Club of  WA Inc.
P.O. Box 1257, East Victoria Park. WA 6981

Ph: 0432 836 603. email: gtxcarclub@gmail.com
Website: http://www.gtrtoranaxu1carclubinc.com

ToranaWest – November 9th & 10th
Our club has been helping with the set-up of this event so 
please make this a must do on the calendar. There’s a cruise, 
drive-in night and a coffee meet set-up.

Saturday 19th October 
Cervantes - Roar by the Shore 
Make this a two or three day getaway for a relaxed 
car show at the seaside town of Cervantes.  Plenty 
of entertainment and a short stroll from your 
accomodation to the ground.  
Contact Kim Jeffery for more details.


